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HIS PAST JUNE, WE PRIED
the inner covers from the bottom
deeps to see how our two new
packages were doing. As my husband
wiggled his hive tool beneath the wood,
he worked it up with some effort. A few
inches of golden, capped comb clung to
the surface. It was fruity, as honey tends
to be in these parts after the Russian
Olive blooms. Glistening, sticky, and
sweet. My family enjoyed every drop.
And that might be the only honey we
enjoy from this year’s hives.
I write this letter in early August,
the day after another hive inspection.
The hives are doing well, stacked with
double deeps and supers on top. But
those supers sit nearly empty. The bees
are busy inside, drawing comb, but no
honey sits within the cells.
August is when the heaviest harvest
hits. But not this year.
Was it this drought, with the restricted
irrigation? Farmers harvesting their hay
before the alfalfa blooms so they can get
in a third cutting before the canals shut
off? Did I plant my garden too late for
the bees to gather squash pollen?
I’m not worried, though. Honey is
cheap compared to the value of hive
health.

Our hives didn’t survive our first year
of beekeeping. One perished during the
winter, despite the windbreaks, wrapping in tarpaper, and paying attention to
ventilation. The other seemed fine but
come springtime, it didn’t make it, either. We were left wondering just what
went wrong. We only removed one
frame of honey, just to taste it, and left
the rest for the bees. Perhaps we hadn’t
knocked the varroa population down
enough. Or maybe the hives weren’t as
strong as we thought they were.
What can we do differently? I think
each year may require a different answer.
Even fourth-generation beekeepers don’t
operate the same way their grandparents
did, as varroa, pesticides, hive beetles,
and Africanized honey bees have changed
apiaries just in the last four decades.
So we do the best we can, learning
more each year, and trying to put the
bees before our own needs.
My family won’t receive that saffron-infused honey this year. That’s
fine. But if I have anything to do with
it, the colonies will survive the winter.
May your bees stay warm and cozy,

Why we do what we do:
We believe every beekeeper deserves
mentorship to find their footing in
beekeeping. We all win when new
beekeepers have the support they need
to succeed and keep bees responsibly.
Backyard Beekeeping is your best
source for support, whether you raise
backyard bees for honey, pollination,
education, or just to make a difference
in the world.
Thank you! I am a new beekeeper and I found you
guys on YouTube! You have helped me soooo much!
I’ve learned so much! You are almost single-handedly
responsible for the health and success of my thriving
hive. Thank you!
— Bekah

I really enjoy reading all of this information you post! I
am new to beekeeping and I have a lot to learn and it’s
very confusing at times. I want to continue reading your
newsletters to keep me updated and to learn more on
keeping these bees alive.
— Cheryl

In Response to “Learn How Bees Can Be Sustainably
Managed.” Great, simple article. I enjoyed the read and
look forward to more like it. I’m a beekeeper for approximately 25 years. I got hurt eight years ago and had
to get away from it due to injury of right knee. After 10
years I’m getting back into it with a helper who is retired
and needs to fill in some time and loves the work. I had
150-plus hives and got down to 15 still going after being
left alone that long; it’s hard to believe. I’m working on
rehiving what I have and splitting what I can. It’s always
good to read a refreshing story of the beekeepers and
their needed help. Thank You.
— Charles Rider

Follow us on social media!

Instagram: www.instagram.com/backyardbeekeeping
Facebook: www.facebook.com/IAmABeekeeper/
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/iamcountryside/
backyard-beekeeping/

Our team of experts and contributors
offers research-based stories and
actionable guidance, helping newbies
and experts avoid costly and tragic
mistakes.
Every issue features guidance on
health and pests, equipment and setup,
apiary ideas, and beekeepers from
around the globe. Plus, enjoy seasonal
tips and hacks to keep your bees
thriving.
For the Love of Beekeeping,
Your Editorial Team
WE LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
SEND IN YOUR COMMENTS

via email to editor@backyardbeekeeping.com
or snail-mail to Backyard Beekeeping,
P.O. Box 1690, Greeley, CO 80632.
As a Member, you can chat your questions
to our experts — Monday-Friday, 6:30 am 6:30 pm ET.
backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com/
ask-the-expert/how-to-connect-with-ourbeekeeping-experts/

bee community
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LEECO HONEY
BY MEAGAN ORSAG

L

EECO HONEY CO. WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2017
when we brought home two hives to our apiary. What
sets us apart is Darren Earl and I (Meagan Joy) are
generational beekeepers; he is fourth-generation, and I am
third-generation. We carry on a family tradition started well
over 100 years ago.
As a teenager, Darren Earl spent summers at his grandfather’s farm in Llano, Texas, to learn beekeeping from one of
the founders of Fains Honey: his Paw Paw. I remember days
out at my grandpa’s farm where he talked about the bees,
showed me how to spin honey, and had bee boxes upon bee
boxes stored in his barn. He would catch swarms and split
hives himself. My favorite story is when he would drive
around town with a full beehive riding shotgun in his truck.
This was how he moved hives. He stopped at the local grocery store and said he was never afraid of anyone stealing his
truck because of his little ladies in the front seat!
When Darren told me about his family history of beekeeping, we knew we HAD to carry on a family tradition
on our homestead, which has been in the family since the
1880s. Leeco Honey now has almost 50 hives. We are busy
bees! Darren is certified in the State of Texas to conduct bee
removals/relocations. He enjoys mentoring and supporting
new beekeepers both virtually and in person. We have an incredibly strong focus on building and cultivating community.
We perceive beekeeping as a way to get back to the old days
of church picnics and barn-raisings when people gathered

and shared the fruits of their labor. We have hosted a Honey
Harvest at our farm and founded The Hive, a local beekeeping club. We share the art of beekeeping with our community,
schools, and people who have a love for traditional beekeeping.
Our mission is to grow bees ethically and naturally to
provide our community with raw, natural honey straight from
our farm to your table. We will never blend or compromise
the nutrients shared with us from our bees — our community
will only have the best, and the best comes our Leeco honey
bees. We are certified with the Real Texas Honey program,
and we are passionate about sharing our beekeeping practices
with our community.
Our vision is that we want everyone in our community and
beyond to fully understand the benefits of and love for raw,
natural honey. We want our community to become critical
consumers of their food and food sources. We want our community to visit our farm and learn firsthand the hard work,
dedication, and joy beekeeping can bring to a home.
We consider beekeeping and the subsequent honey production to be renewable and sustainable agribusinesses that are
integral to our overall community’s health and wellbeing. We
value hard work and a love for the community that agriculture can sustain through natural products. We value family,
our faith, and time with those we love. We are passionate
about transparency in the beekeeping world and providing
100% raw, local natural honey for our community.
BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Follow Leeco Honey:
• Email: leecohoney@gmail.com
• www.leecohoney.com
• www.instagram.com/leecohoney

• www.facebook.com/leecohoney
• Youtube: search "Leeco Honey"

We want our community to visit our
farm and learn firsthand the hard work,
dedication, and joy that beekeeping
can bring to a home.
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ask the expert
with rusty burlew

Why Did My Bees Die?
Carl Levien of Washington asks:
These bees seemed fine the first of October,
and I was getting ready to move them today
to a more sheltered place for the winter and
found them all dead and all the cells full of
dead bees. Any thoughts?

Rusty Burlew replies:
Dead bees head-down in cells is a common
occurrence, but beekeepers seldom agree about the
cause. The most commonly heard theory is that the
bees could not find food and died licking the remaining
molecules off the bottom of the comb.
However, clustering bees that are not starving
routinely go headfirst into cells during cold weather.
In a healthy colony, the bottom layer of bees goes in
headfirst, and the remaining bees cluster on top of
them. This tight cluster conserves heat by trapping
it and sharing it among themselves. Starvation has
nothing to do with it.

RUSTY BURLEW is a master beekeeper in
Washington State with an undergraduate
degree in agronomic crops and a master’s
degree in environmental studies with an
emphasis on pollination ecology. Rusty
owns HoneyBeeSuite.com, and is the
director of the Native Bee Conservancy of
Washington State.

If the bees die in that position, they most likely
succumbed to cold. But if they were cold, it may be
because they didn’t have enough food. Without food,
they wouldn’t have enough energy to vibrate their
flight muscles to generate heat. And when they get
too cold, they become stiff and lethargic. In a state of
torpor, they become unable to collect food, even if it’s
nearby.
I call this situation a cold/starvation complex because
it’s impossible to tell if the bees died of cold because
they couldn’t find food, or they died of starvation
because they were too cold. It’s a chicken-or-egg kind
of question. The only thing you know for sure is they
died while clustered.
A related possibility is that the colony was too small.
A small colony may die of cold no matter how much
food it has because the number of bees isn’t great
enough to make enough heat. The only thing you can
do is try to figure out why the colony was small. Was it
queenless? Did it suffer from varroa and viruses? Was
it small because of pesticides or poor management?
Usually, death by the cold/starvation complex is
just the last step for a colony that was having other
problems. The challenge is to figure out what those
problems were.

Ask the Bee Expert!
Visit backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com and get answers to your beekeeping challenges
through our live interactive chat. You can also email us at editor@countrysidemag.com or mail your
inquiries to P.O. Box 1690, Greeley, CO 80632.
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ask the expert
with rusty burlew

How Do I Keep Bears
Away From My
Beehive?
Marcia Mundell from
Moneta, Virginia asks:
Bears destroyed my beehive a couple of years
ago. What can I do to deter them so I can
try again? Some say electric fence … some
say electric fence doesn’t work.

Rusty Burlew replies:
Once a bear learns the location of a beehive, it will
keep coming back for more. So the best defense against
bear predation is avoiding them in the first place.
Site selection is important. If at all possible, hives
should be set away from the forest edge. As little as 50
feet away from the tree line may help, although more
is better. Some wildlife agencies recommend up to 300
feet.
The prevailing winds are also important. Before
selecting a site, tie yarn or survey ribbons onto a few
bamboo poles and stick them in the ground so you can
monitor the typical wind direction. If the wind will
carry hive scent toward bear territory, it is not a good
site. You want the wind to carry the hive scent away
from where the bears live — perhaps toward homes or
open fields. Try several different locations. Hills and
buildings can have a surprising effect on local wind
patterns.
Bears are extremely sensitive to odors, so it is
important to collect all hive debris and move it out of
the apiary. This includes wax and propolis scrapings,
dead bees, burr comb, and even used mite strips. If a
small animal such as a raccoon or opossum moves any
of these things closer to bear territory, the bears will

know food is close by and may start looking for the
source.
Other bear attractants include fruit trees, compost
piles, pet and livestock feed, bird feeders, and even
outdoor grills. Keep your hives far from anything that
may smell appetizing to a hungry bear.
After a bear successfully ravages an apiary, the
problems are different. At that point, you most likely
need an electric fence. To be successful with them,
however, requires the opposite strategy.
Bears have thick fur and long claws, so they can very
often rip apart an electric fence with little effort. To be
successful with them, you need to zap the bear where
he can feel it, which is around the muzzle.
To use an electric fence successfully, you need to
bait the fence in a way that causes the bear to feel
the shock around his face and mouth. Many people
wrap the wire in several locations with bacon or with
peanut-butter-filled aluminum foil. These items need
to be secured tightly to the wire so the bear has to work
at getting them free. A few zaps to the muzzle will
usually keep bears away in the future.
Just remember: Never bait an electric fence before
bears become a problem because the scent will attract
them. If bears are already a problem, then go ahead
and bait.

BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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ask the expert
with rusty burlew

Are Infrared
Cameras in the
Winter Necessary?
Cathie Fox, Indiana asks:
Do you use infrared cameras in the
winter? Are they worth the money?
What model do you recommend?

Rusty Burlew replies:
In the past few years, the number of electronic
devices for beekeepers has mushroomed, ranging from
moisture and temperature sensors to sound monitors
and everything in between. I’ve frequently been
asked to test these new devices, so I have quite a bit of
experience with them. But bottom line, the only one I
use on a regular basis is an infrared camera.
In fact, I hardly know how I kept bees without one.
Let’s say you want to add a type of mite treatment and
the directions tell you to put it just above or within the
cluster. Where’s the cluster? Just take a picture with
an IR camera. This type of use keeps the bees warmer
because you don’t have to open the hive and start
pulling frames. Instead, you know right where to go.
Also, the winter cluster moves up as it eats through
its food stores. A cluster that has moved to the top
is frequently out of food, or at least hasn’t been able
to get to the food on either side. How far up is your
cluster? Just take an IR picture.
If you are worried about the size of the colony or
its movement, you can track it all winter without ever
opening the hive. You can tell if it’s moving, growing,
shrinking, or disappearing. Once last year, I was
sure my top-bar colony was dead. For some reason,
I couldn’t hear the bees even when I tapped gently.

12
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When I pulled out my camera, I was ecstatic to see a
white-hot glow right in the center of the hive. Problem
solved.
One of the most interesting photos I’ve ever seen
was sent to me by a friend. She had taken an IR photo
of her two-story Langstroth hive in winter. The cluster
was in the middle, straddling the two boxes. But in the
lower left-hand corner was another, but much smaller,
glowing sphere. She decided to have a look. So on the
first warmish day she took apart the hive and found a
mouse nest! She was able to remove it before it did any
further damage.
I even use the IR camera in summer. If you want to
get a usable photo, you can take a picture early in the
morning while the outside temperature is still cold.
Whenever the internal hive temperature is warmer than
the outside, you can get a usable photo.
My personal favorite is the FLIR ONE Gen 3 that fits
on cell phones. They make them for both the iPhone
and Android and they start about $200. That may
sound like a lot, but when you consider the cost of a
new package or nuc, it doesn’t take long to pay back.
By the way, my husband has used my IR camera to
find studs in the walls, water pipes, and check for faulty
electrical connections. They have many uses beyond the
bee hive.

ask the expert
with rusty burlew

How Do I Keep the Hive Ventilated in Winter?
Tara of Denver asks:
I was just curious as to what you use to prop up the hive roof
for the winter. I’m new at this, from what I’m reading, as
long as the roof is propped up and the middle of the roof hole
is open, that should be enough ventilation.

Rusty Burlew replies:
How much ventilation you need in a hive depends
on many factors, including your local climate, the
size of your colony, your wind exposure, and your
sun exposure. Although I can’t picture the specific
configuration you are asking about, as a general rule, I
don’t think lifting the lid with a shim is a good solution
to ventilation.
Usually, when you prop the lid with a shim, you get
an opening across the front of the hive plus openings
along each side that get smaller as you move toward
the back. To visualize, lay a book on your desk, and put
an eraser under one end. Although the opening isn’t
wide, it has a lot of area. Not only can this area admit
wind and blowing rain, it can also welcome pests —

spiders, slugs, other insects, and even mice and voles.
I much prefer a ventilation hole of about 1-inch in
diameter drilled into the top corner of the upper brood
box. Alternatively, you can use an Imirie shim, which
has an upper entrance of about ³/8- by 5/8-inch that
works fine for ventilation. These entrances are small
enough to let warm air out without letting everything
else in. When I use one-inch holes, I cover them on the
inside with screen or hardware cloth to keep out the
wintertime visitors.
If you see moisture condensing under the roof,
you probably need a bit more ventilation, but if you
see no condensation, you may already have enough
ventilation. Each colony is an individual, so it’s
impossible to make a recommendation that works for
all of them.

BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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ask the expert
with josh vaisman

Should I Leave Supers
on for the Winter?
Richard in Minnesota asks:
Should I leave supers on for the winter?

Josh Vaisman replies:
In areas with long winters, honey
bees rely on their stores of honey to
survive. In Colorado, where I live, the
dearth begins sometime in October as
all the nectar-providing flowers wilt
and disappear. Sometimes we don’t
see new nectar sources appear until
March or April when the dandelions
begin to bloom. That means, in a
challenging year, my bees might go
five months or longer without natural
resources. Whatever honey they have
in the hive is what they have to live
off. The general rule of thumb in
Colorado is, by the end of October,
a hive should weigh around 100
pounds.
To help with this scenario some
beekeepers, including myself, leave
a honey super on the hive over
winter. I collect the “excess” honey
crop in mid-August but not down
to the deeps. If my bees made four
supers of honey, I only take three. So,
when you see my hives this time of
year, you see two deep boxes AND
a medium box. In my experience,

this allows my bees to keep a larger
cluster going into winter and have
more food to live off thus helping
their winter survival. The downside
is, I’m leaving between 25-35 pounds
of honey on the hives every year.
With four hives, that’s a lot of honey
I could have collected for myself.
Some people leave ALL their honey
on the hive over winter. So, if the bees
make four supers all of them stay on
over winter. I believe this is excessive
and unnecessary. Honey left out over
winter will likely crystalize making
it difficult to extract the following
spring. Furthermore, the cluster of
bees needs to move throughout the
winter to access food supplies and
spreading the food out over a large
area like that might actually make
it challenging for the bees to get to
during particularly long stretches of
cold. And, in all likelihood, that much
extra honey is far beyond their needs.
Richard asks:
I was wondering if there was a
guideline for ensuring that there

JOSH VAISMAN is an avid beekeeper and instructor in Northern Colorado.
An active member of the Northern Colorado Beekeepers Association,
Josh has been involved in the education of new beekeepers on behalf of
the association and privately. Like most people who study apiculture, Josh
started into beekeeping as a hobby, and offers valuable experience to
those wanting to start beekeeping about the learning curve involved, what
to do, and what not to do when getting started. When not tending to his
hives, Josh is a Positive Change Ninja with Flourish Veterinary Consulting, a
company he co-founded to apply the science of well-being to the veterinary
workplace. He lives in Firestone, Colorado with his wife, Greta.
14
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would be adequate resources by
putting manmade feed for them in
the setup and if so, how much?
Josh Vaisman replies:
Hey Richard, thanks for the
comments and questions! I
think you’re wondering about
supplementally feeding your
bees over winter in lieu of leaving
a honey super on the hive. If
that’s the case, yes, it’s absolutely
an option! Given you live in
Minnesota, though, you are a bit
limited in what you can offer your
bees for supplemental feed. For
example, you do not want to give
them liquid feed during the winter
due to the risk of freezing. You can
use fondant or sugar boards as an
option. I’m no expert in either of
these since we don’t use them so
you could look around online or,
better yet, speak to an experienced
beekeeper in your area who uses
one of these methods. As for
amounts, a medium honey super
typically has between 25-35 pounds
of honey in it so if you’re going to
go another route keep that in mind.
I’m not suggesting you need to
give them 25 pounds of fondant or
sugar boards. That would be nearly
impossible. What I am suggesting is
that you monitor their supplemental
feed throughout the winter and use
the warmer days to replenish their
feed. I hope that helps!

ask the expert
with rusty burlew

Should My Supers Be Below the Inner Cover for Winter?
Rebecca from New Jersey asks:
I have four hives that did very well this summer, and I harvested over 200 lbs. of honey. The supers are
back on the hives since the last harvest in June and are full again with capped and uncapped honey. I live
in northern New Jersey where the winters can be very cold (or not). My question is, can I leave partially
capped honey on the hives, and whatever the answer, should they be above or below the inner cover? Right
now, they are above the inner cover. All this assumes there is ample storage in the brood boxes.

Rusty Burlew replies:
It’s common to find many uncapped cells of honey at
this time of year. The bees may not be finding enough
nectar to completely fill the cells, or humid weather
may make it difficult for the bees to dry the honey to the
proper moisture level. In this situation, beekeepers often
put the inner cover below the honey supers to encourage
the bees to move it down to the brood area. Sometimes
this works, and sometimes not. The colony may feel they
have enough honey in the brood boxes, or perhaps the
workforce is busy with something else.
That honey, both capped and uncapped, is excellent
winter feed, but if you are using it as winter feed you
definitely need to remove the inner cover. During winter,

the cluster forms around the brood nest, and the bees
rotate, taking turns being on the outside. Retriever bees
periodically leave the cluster and go above to get feed
and bring it down to the cluster, where it is distributed by
trophallaxis. Retrieving is a tough assignment since the
bees can quickly become too cold to complete the mission.
If they die up there, the bees down below are also in peril.
In light of the difficulty, you don’t want to make it any
harder than necessary. Having the inner cover in the
way can block their pathway and funnel the heat to a
small area instead of generally throughout the super. In
addition, the retriever bees may have to travel further —
first to the opening, then away from it to the food, and
then back to the hole, and then back to the cluster.

BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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beekeeping 101

Nuc-lear Reaction

TALES
FROM THE

HIVE
BY KAREN KOPF

B

RENDA WYDEVEN IS A BRAND-NEW BEEKEEPER in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She wanted
to help with the honey bee population and support
pollinators, so she began an online course and independent
research. She mentioned to her brother-in-law that she was
studying beekeeping. Unbeknownst to Brenda, her sister,
who passed in April, had a hive she never used. Brenda was
excited to put the hive and her new skills to good use, honoring her sister, whose name is painted, with love, on the side
of the brood box.
“I bought my first nuc and loaded it into the car. We noticed a bee was coming out — one here, one there — while
we were driving home. I tried to close the door more on the
nuc, or secure it better, and went the wrong way with the
door. Bees started pouring out of it while we were driving.
We had to pull over. We took the nuc out and set it behind
the car. Where were our bee suits? In the trunk! We eventually got in the car and slowly moved it forward.
“People were laughing at us on the side of the road. A bee
got stuck in my hair and stung me. One person stopped and
asked if we needed help. My fiancé said, ‘We don’t have car
trouble — she just had to get bees.’ I was laughing so hard.
He didn’t think it was funny.
“When the bees calmed down a bit, I got my suit out of the
trunk and on for the first time. Thank God we weren’t too far
from the person we bought the nuc from. He drove out and
helped us.
“One bee stayed in the back window the whole trip
home! I did eventually get her into the nuc. They are a
little calmer at night. We had borrowed my son’s car that
day because it rides smoother, and I couldn’t return it to
him with bees in it!”

Transporting Hives Can Be Challenging
While the bed of a pickup is best — well-secured against
the cab — not everyone has access to a pickup, so bees are
frequently transported in passenger vehicles. If the box will
fit in the trunk, and the trunk can be secured slightly open
for air, that is a good option. Often, bees must travel in the
same space as passengers. I remember picking up our first
packages in a very small car with four children, each excitedly holding a package of bees in their lap for the hour-anda-half drive home. Thankfully, we had no mishaps, but it is
better not to take chances.
Brenda Wydeven.
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There are a few precautions you can take to
prepare your bees for transport:
3 Securely tape ALL cracks and
openings with good tape and
plenty of it. Hopefully, there is
screen ventilation somewhere
on the box. We don’t want to
smother them.
3 If the nuc has a lid, securely
tape the top to the box by wrapping the tape across the top,
down the sides and under the
bottom — side to side and front
to back.
3 Some recommend placing the
nuc or package in something:
another box, woven cotton
(breathable) pillowcase, or a
mesh laundry bag with holes
that a bee won’t fit through. It
can be very challenging to get

the box back out of a bag, however. Another option is to cover the
box with a sheet, mosquito net, or
tulle (a net fabric available at fabric stores). I like the see-through
options best, since you know
where the bees are.

We all learn by experience — if not
our own, someone else’s. Thank
you, Brenda, for sharing your experience with us!

3 Secure the nuc so that it can’t
tip. Make turns slowly, and don’t
slam on the brakes.
3 Bring your bee suits along, just
in case! Some people wear their
suits while driving; and as long as
it doesn’t impair your vision, go
for it.
3 Should a bee or two manage
to find their way out, crack your
windows, and they will escape.

KAREN KOPF became a beekeeper reluctantly, many years
ago, at the behest of her eightyear-old son. He needed an
adult guardian to participate in a
beekeeping course.

Follow Karen at
www.facebook.com/
idahobeeranch.
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Origin and History of

BEEKEEPING

EXCERPTED FROM STOREY’S GUIDE TO KEEPING HONEY BEES
© 2010 BY MALCOLM T. SANFORD AND RICHARD E. BONNEY
(1990). USED WITH PERMISSION FROM STOREY PUBLISHING.

I

T IS POSSIBLE TO KEEP HONEY BEES WITHOUT
knowing much about the insect’s biology or background.
You will be a much more effective manager, however, if you
understand the dynamics of the insect and its relationship to
the colony, other organisms, and the environment. Beekeepers
keep only one species of insect, the Western honey bee known
as Apis mellifera, meaning “honey bearer” or “honey bringer.”
There are tens of thousands of species of bees, however, and a
lesser but no less important number of species of related wasps.
The general public tends to throw all stinging insects into
a common pot called “bees.” Although bees and wasps may
look similar, they are not. Bees are vegetarians, consuming
only sugary plant secretions, called nectar (carbohydrate) and
ﬂoral pollen (protein). Wasps also imbibe nectar, but they take
their protein from other organisms; they are carnivorous and
often prey on other insects that might be human or bee pests.
Both groups are beneﬁcial insects and should be protected,
although many in the general public don’t realize this.
18
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Honey Bee Evolution
Wasps and honey bees are closely related: in fact, honey bees
are thought to be the descendants of ﬂesh-eating wasps. The
following steps were important in the evolution of present-day
honey bee society, which continues to exhibit these behaviors:
Individual feeding. A single, primitive mass feeding of the
young, as practiced by solitary bees, gave way to progressive
feeding, providing the young with predigested food when it
was needed.
Communal society. Gradually, a single reproductive queen
and her infertile daughters began to live together as a colony.
By virtue of the division of labor by castes and subcastes, that
colony could then function as a long-lived superorganism.
Complex information network. Communication among
individuals evolved into an extremely complex system, which

included food sharing (trophallaxis), information exchange
by chemical pheromones, and elaborate dances.
The western honey bee, Apis mellifera, is a single species
that has migrated and been transported by humans around the
world. Scientists once thought honey bees originated in Asia.
New DNA evidence, however, suggests that the species arose
in Africa and then migrated westward, through North Africa
and the Iberian Peninsula into Europe, at the end of the last
glacial period.

Honey Bee Ecotypes
Over the centuries, honey bees have sorted themselves into
a number of subspecies or races of discrete populations based
on local climatic conditions and local plants they are able to
use as nectar and pollen sources. These subspecies are called
ecotypes. Thirteen exist in Africa, six in the Middle East and
Asia, and about nine in Europe. Those brought to the New
World have been mostly European in origin and include:
• the German or black honey bee, Apis mellifera mellifera
• the Italian honey bee, A. mellifera ligustica
• the Carniolan honey bee, A. mellifera carnica
• the Caucasian honey bee, A. mellifera caucasica
Non-European introductions to the Americas include:
• the Egyptian honey bee, A. mellifera lamarckii
• the Syrian honey bee, A. mellifera syriaca
• the African honey bee, A. mellifera scutellata
All of these ecotypes can interbreed, which means that
hybrids also can be found.

ALL BEES ARE NOT ALIKE
There is a great deal of published information describing differences among the honey bee races now found
throughout the world. Italian bees (Apis mellifera ligustica) produce large amounts of brood year-round, are very
quiet on the combs, and are somewhat more resistant to
American foulbrood than others. Carniolans (A. mellifera
carnica) rapidly adjust their brood rearing to the season
and have a medium-length tongue. The short-tongued
German or black bee (A. mellifera mellifera) is often defensive and susceptible to disease, while the Caucasian (A.
mellifera caucasica), with the longest tongue, is prone to
foulbrood infection and collects a great deal more propolis
than the other races.
Throughout the history of beekeeping in the United States,
the four major European races of introduced bees mentioned
above have, as has the human population, lost their individual
identity and disappeared into a great melting pot. A good deal
of advice has been written about maximizing honey production, controlling swarming, and other management practices
over the years. In the cacophony, however, the predominant
race of bee being kept is often ignored. That’s understandable
because it is difﬁcult to tease out speciﬁc groups that inhabit
a particular colony.
Giving counsel or making management decisions that
discount the fact that all bees are not alike can be counterproductive. It is not necessarily the ability to react to
the status of individual hives, but rather managing the
variability among colonies that better deﬁnes the true bee
master.

Keeping Honey Bees,
2nd Edition
Available Online:
https://shop.iamcountryside.com/
collections/beekeeping-books/
products/
storeys-guide-to-honey-bees
Straw skeps were some of the first managed colonies.
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The Superorganism
Honey bees are social insects. This means that although
individuals are the basis for any colony, they cannot
exist in isolation without help from other members. The
colony’s efﬁciency is what makes this insect so successful
wherever it is found, and this is the basis for its management by humans. Beekeepers, therefore, do not manage
single bees, but a colony of individuals, sometimes called
a superorganism.

History of Beekeeping
Most beekeeping technologies were developed in the
1800s; the only technique considered a child of the 20th
century is instrumental insemination.
The history of apiculture in some ways parallels that of
science itself. From prehistory through the Dark and Middle Ages, little was known about honey bee biology. A
rock painting dating from about 6,000 B.C. in Cueva de las
Arañas, Spain, is reproduced in many beekeeping books to
represent typical beekeeping activity before modern times.
It shows stick ﬁgures climbing up ladders and removing
wild nests. Honey hunting or nest removal continues in Asia
with the giant honey bee, A. dorsata, which has never been
brought under beekeeper management.
Over the years, a developing knowledge of bee biology
inﬂuenced the craft in many ways. Active management of the
honey bee colony, however, awaited key pieces of information that emerged in the 18th and 19th centuries. In more
recent times, innovations have increased as advancements in
transportation, communication, and other technologies have
come into play.
Finally, the new biological imperatives of a global community and economy have affected beekeepers in ways not
dreamed of by pioneers. Several eras are, therefore, described
in this volume characterizing the development of beekeeping:
prehistory to 1500; 1500 to 1850, 1850 to 1984; and 1984 to
the present.

PREHISTORY TO 1500

Nest Robbing and Honey Hunting
For centuries, bees were kept in hollow logs or in straw
baskets. Before 1500, the height of the Renaissance, beekeeping consisted of little more than robbing honey from
established nests. The Philistines dabbled in beekeeping, as
did the ancient Sumerians, Arabians, Greeks, Romans, and
Egyptians. Beekeeping techniques included hiving the bees
and then collecting the honey through destruction of the nest.
Bees were housed in a huge variety of nests, from hollow
tree trunks (gums) to earthen pottery to woven straw baskets
(skeps). The insects were encouraged to reproduce by swarm20
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ing, because this was the only way to populate new nests
provided by the beekeeper.
The honey bee is not native to the New World, so aboriginal Americans have no history with this insect. Certain tropical or stingless bees were kept by the Mayan and other New
World civilizations, however, some using techniques similar
to those employed by European beekeepers.

1500 to 1850

Evolution of Honey Bee Management
During the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, a revolution
occurred in the understanding of honey bee biology. The queen
was discovered to be female in 1586; drones were found to be
males in 1609, and pollen to be the male part of plants in 1750;
drones were shown to mate with the queen in 1792 and, by
1845, were recognized as parthenogenic (developed from an
unfertilized egg). Although advances in biology were the rule,
active human management of honey bee nests would have to
wait until the development of the movable-frame hive. Meanwhile, beekeepers struggled with various techniques that were
not really suitable for either themselves or the bees.
Honey bee hives came to the New World from Europe and
may have arrived, ﬁrst in Cuba and then in Florida, on Spanish
sailing ships in the 1500s in the wake of Columbus’ voyages.
English settlers brought beehives to the colony of Virginia in
1622 and, soon after, to Massachusetts. Although the honey
bee now seems an integral part of the American landscape, it
can also be regarded as one of the ﬁrst “invasive species.” This
efﬁcient, social insect took the North American continent by
storm. Although scientists do not really know how it affected
already-established native bees, the aboriginal Indians certainly noticed a dramatic shift in their environment as Europeans
also brought over a bevy of plants that honey bees pollinated.
Moving westward in swarms during the great European
expansion, the bees were called by some native peoples “the
white man’s ﬂy.” The vast western plains may have hampered
natural movement to some extent, but beekeepers helped the
insects along, crossing the Midwest and the Rocky Mountains with intact colonies in prairie schooners and around
Cape Horn to California by ship.
This era set the stage for the eventual domestication of the
honey bee, but it was also a time when many pioneers simply
took advantage of the bee as a wild or feral animal. An activity
known as beelining became an art: honey bees were captured,
given a little honey as a reward, and then released to ﬂy directly back to their nest. The bee hunter used intersecting beelines
to ﬁnd the nest location, harvesting the honey and often killing
the bees in the process (see box opposite).
Although many methods were devised to try to take the
honey crop without destroying bees, none was truly success-

ful. The beekeeper’s constant goal was more control, but little
was achieved. The biggest problem continued to be that the
honey bee insisted on attaching her comb to the side of a colony. The inability to move the comb meant that beekeepers
could not adequately manipulate the insects’ nest or colony.
They were, there-fore, by necessity, what we in the craft still
call “bee-havers.”

1850 to 1984: A Golden Age
The modern beekeeping era began in 1851 when L. L.
Langstroth, an Ohio Congregational minister (inspired by the
writings of Dr. Jan DzierÐon, a Polish apiarist and Roman
Catholic priest), discovered the signiﬁcance of the “bee
space,” which led to the invention of his movable-frame hive.
That hive became known by his name, Langstroth. Now
known as the “standard” hive, it is presently the basis for
most beekeeping activity in the United States.

U.S. BEEKEEPING TIMELINE
Here is a summary of beekeeping developments, many of
which occurred within a few decades in the 19th century.
1851: L. L. Langstroth recognizes the signiﬁcance of bee
space and builds a movable-frame hive.
1853: Moses Quinby, who also is credited with inventing the
smoker, publishes Mysteries of Bee-Keeping Explained.
1857: Johannes Mehring produces the ﬁrst foundation, the
base on which honey bees build their comb.
1857: Comb honey production begins with W. C. Harbison of
California, ushering in the “golden age of beekeeping.”
1861: Samuel Wagner publishes the ﬁrst issue of American
Bee Journal. Gleanings in Bee Culture has also been published by A. I. Root since the 1860s; it became simply Bee
Culture in the 1990s. (A third publication, The Speedy Bee,
no longer in print, appeared in the 1970s.)

1865: Major F. de Hruschka invents the honey extractor in
Italy.
1878: Migratory beekeeping begins along the Mississippi
River.
1879: Package bees are ﬁrst used.
1889: George M. Doolittle publishes Scientiﬁc Queen Rearing, developing the concept of commercial queen rearing
based on moving larvae from comb to special queen cups —
the “grafting” technique.
1926: Lloyd Watson ﬁrst uses instrumental insemination of
the queen bee, but it is not perfected until the 1950s.
1970s: New bee foods, such as high-fructose corn syrup and
the Beltsville Bee Diet, are introduced.
1984: Tracheal mites are ﬁrst detected in the United States.
1987: Varroa mites are ﬁrst detected in the United States.
1990: Africanized honey bees are ﬁrst detected in the United
States.
1998: Small hive beetle is conﬁrmed in the United States.
2007: Nosema ceranae, a variant of Nosema apis, becomes
prominent worldwide.
2010: Large-scale “industrialized” beekeeping begins, driven
primarily by commercial pollination activity.
2013: A renaissance in beekeeping arises, stimulated by concerns over the general state of honey bee health.

1984 to the Present
Modern Challenges

The year 1984 was pivotal for beekeeping in North America. Whereas the craft changed slowly up until that point, the
detection of the honey bee tracheal mite (Acarapis woodi)
ushered in an era of exotic organisms that would transform
beekeeping in a number of ways. Quickly on the heels of
tracheal mite introduction, the varroa mite, originally named
Varroa jacobsoni, renamed Varroa destructor, was detected
in 1987. Those invasions were then followed by the arrival
of the gut parasite Nosema ceranae, as well as by virulent
new strains of varroa-vectored viruses. All together, these

Before 1500, the height of
the Renaissance, beekeeping
consisted of little more than
robbing honey from
established nests.
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pathogens have contributed to the condition known as colony
collapse disorder (CCD).
Eradication initiatives for both these mites would prove
to be ineffective. It is no exaggeration to say that a state of
near panic affected honey bee researchers and beekeepers as
these pests spread to almost every bee yard in the continent.
Beekeepers with an anti-pesticide bias, adopted when the use
of these materials by crop farmers had killed many of their
colonies, quickly realized that they must now employ them
to survive. This was especially the case with varroa mite infestation; if not treated it would quickly kill colonies because
the insects had no innate resistance or tolerance.
Varroa — the common term used to describe the mites, the
plight, and the disease affecting the bees — has so profoundly transformed beekeeping that it is safe to say at the present
time the beekeeper must rethink and retool many management practices recommended in the past. The watchword
now is that varroa must be controlled at all costs or the health
of the honey bee colony will deteriorate.
Varroa mite management continues to be a huge distraction
for researchers and beekeepers alike. Varroa is so prevalent
now that, in this book, the reader will ﬁnd something new
and unique to beekeeping publications. In the past, only three
separate individuals — the queen, the worker, and the drone
— have been described as making up a honey bee colony;
this volume adds a fourth, the varroa mite.

Honey Bee Viruses Become Problematic
Varroa created another era, that of honey bee viruses. Although always present, many viruses did not have an effect because honey bees had developed adequate defenses. The varroa
mite’s feeding style, however — puncturing the protective honey
bee skin or cuticle, as well as destroying the bees’ critical fat
bodies — turned heretofore benign organisms into potent killers.
A few previously unimportant viruses, including deformed wing
virus and Israeli acute paralysis virus, must now be reckoned
with. These viruses’ emergence has thus shifted our thinking
about varroa population thresholds and what they mean to a
colony. The mite should no longer be considered just a parasite
but can be associated with a number of other maladies.

Africanized Honey Bees Enter the United States
The Africanized honey bee was the hybrid result of accidental mating between two feral subspecies: highly defensive
African honey bees brought to Brazil and previously established European honey bees. In 1990, this bee was discovered along the Texas border and has increasingly become
entrenched as a population in the southern United States.
More recently, it has become established in Florida, probably
brought by ships from tropical America. This new hybrid has
characteristics often good for honey bees (disease tolerance,
swarming to disinfect the nest, superior brood production)
but bad for beekeepers (over-defensiveness, excessive swarming, producing more brood than honey). For beekeepers and
the general public, the balance must come down on the negative at the moment. Beekeepers face huge challenges where
this insect resides because of its sensationalized reputation.

The Globetrotting Honey Bee
As recognition of apiculture as a legitimate vocation continued, the honey bee spread worldwide with beekeepers’ help.
This continues even today. Signiﬁcant events and dates include:
1860s: Italian honey bees ﬁrst introduced into the United
States.
1870s: Frank Benton imports Cyprian and Tunisian stock
into the United States.
1957: African honey bees are brought to Brazil. The resultant
feral bees (soon dubbed Africanized honey bees) saturate
northern South America and later Central America, ﬁnally
reaching Texas in 1990.
1970s and 1980s: Honey becomes a world commodity.
1990s to the present day: Commercial pollination becomes
an enterprise that allows commercial beekeepers to stabilize
their income and most recently has caused a boom in almond
production in California.

Two More Nonnatives
Two other troublesome nonnative species have now been
detected: the small hive beetle (Aethina tumida) and a variant
of the traditional bee malady Nosema apis. The latter, Nose-

The honey bee tracheal mite ushered in an era of exotic organisms
that would transform beekeeping. Quickly on the heels of tracheal mite introduction, the varroa mite was detected in 1987. Those
invasions were then followed by the the gut parasite Nosema ceranae, as well as by virulent new strains of varroa-vectored viruses.
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ma ceranae, may have been introduced back in the 1980s but
was not considered a problem until recently. There will likely
be new additions to this list in the future.

Beekeeping and Modern Agriculture
The shift to larger-scale commercial pollination transformed
honey bee management. This more “industrialized” model has
been primarily driven by almond pollination in California, but
is also recognized as important for other cash crops. It often
requires a completely different beekeeping strategy than was
prevalent in the past, when honey production was emphasized.

Renaissance in Beekeeping
Concern over threats such as colony collapse disorder or
CCD has made many people conclude that the world is faced
with a “honey bee apocalypse.” Although the fear is exaggerated, it has increased public interest in the honey bee’s
wellbeing and survival.
One consequence is that the honey bee genome (genetic
DNA code) was one of the ﬁrst to be sequenced (identiﬁed and
described) in agricultural organisms. The data are providing novel
information useful in honey bee breeding, controlling viral infections, managing honey bees in time of signiﬁcant climate change,
and managing both extant and exotic honey bee pest populations.
This information helps experienced and beginning beekeepers
alike — those who managed honey bees “before mites” (B.M.)
and those who have taken up the craft “after mites” (A.M.) — to
become better beekeepers than their predecessors.
In conclusion, the intense, often sensationalized, media
coverage of CCD has produced a renaissance in culturing
honey bees, including a new appreciation of the insects’
economic signiﬁcance. Some of those reading this book may
have become beekeepers as a consequence.
The observation hive is one of the premier research and
educational tools for beekeepers. It can also be used as an
adjunct to a wide variety of public relations and selling
programs.

The Observation Beehive
Although its allure is universal, the observation beehive
may not always be the best choice of exhibit. This is because
a great deal of time and energy is needed to set up a hive
and keep it going. Most people have few problems installing
an observation hive for the ﬁrst time. The next headache is
maintaining the unit. This is especially true if the hive is to be
used as a permanent display for the general public.
Unfortunately, there is very little that is permanent about
an observation beehive without considerable work by the
beekeeper. Even the largest units of four frames still only
represent a portion of a full-sized colony. Because they are so
small, observation hives do not usually survive major ﬂuctuations in either population size or food availability. Anyone
who has attempted to keep one of these marginal colonies for
any length of time can draw up a long laundry list of poten-

BEELINING
Beelining is a method of finding feral nests that
takes advantage of the honey bee’s natural behavior. First, several bait stations are set up to attract individual foraging bees. After feeding, these insects
fly in a straight line (a beeline) back to their nest,
recruiting nest mates to forage at the same place.
In the drawing below, we can easily find the “secret
hive” through triangulation, by drawing intersecting
lines from the bait stations.
Beelining is
still employed
in some parts
of the world.
Most notable is
the current effort in Australia
to find nests of
wild
Africanized (Apis mellifera scutellata)
and Asian (A.
cerana) bees
that may have
jumped ship at
ports. Contemporary surveillance officers Down Under have taken a page out
of the beeliner’s manual to ensure that these exotics do not become established in one of the world’s
premier honey-producing nations. Inside a modern
beehive, the frames hang in such a way that a 5⁄16inch space is conserved between the wall and the
frame edges: just enough room for two bees to
pass back to back. This is known as the bee space,
and it is significant because honey bees will neither
build comb nor glue frames to the side of a hive
as long as this specific gap exists. Conserving this
space makes it easy to remove and replace frames.
After the discovery of the bee space, beekeepers
devised many techniques to manipulate beehives
more efficiently.
The Industrial Revolution gradually turned beekeeping from a pastoral activity into a modern
agribusiness. Larger honey crops became common, and more and more colonies were rented on
a commercial basis for the fruit and nut orchards
the cosmopolitan honey bee is adept at pollinating.
Federal research facilities developed and universities and colleges offered coursework in apiculture.
Advances in research on honey bee biology and
the science of beekeeping continue in many of
these institutions.
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tial problems. These can include: swarming, queenlessness,
starvation, and invasion by diseases, pests, and parasites.
This is not to say that the observation hive doesn’t have a
place, only that a commitment to manage it must be made
over a long time. There is nothing worse for a public display
than a neglected observation beehive.

Onward to the Future
There is little question that the novice beekeeper faces a
much more complicated task now than beginners did at any
other time in the history of apiculture. Fortunately, new technologies and knowledge are being put to good use through
efforts of creative beekeepers and researchers so that the
activity can prosper in the future.

BEEKEEPER'S STORY
A NUMBER OF YEARS AGO, my
wife and I purchased a home on
15 acres in the hills of southwest
Washington. Our main goal in having
the property was to have a place for
our horse, but over the years we have
added many a critter. My wife also
wanted to have an orchard so that we
could have our own fruits.
At that time, I was working as the
plant manager for a steel fabricator
that hired a lot of immigrants. Most
could not speak English but were hard
workers who never missed a day.
To help with communication, I ran a
program that helped teach workers
how to speak English. Each day, I
would write 10 English words on a
blackboard and have them translated
into Russian, a language all of the
immigrants could speak. This program
was in its ﬁfth month when Valentine,
one of my workers, had a question.
“He have farm, land?” he asked. “I
keep bees, I keep bees your home,”
he said. I thought I understood him
and asked what he needed. He said,
“Land and orchard.” We called over
one of the other workers who spoke
better English, and he explained that
Valentine needed a place to keep
his beehive. I told him it shouldn’t be
a problem, but that I had to ask my
wife. Little did she know.
A week later Valentine moved
in 10 hives and started to maintain
them and build new ones. He worked
his bees two to three times a week
during the milder seasons and at
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least once a week in winter. Over the
next year, about every two or three
months, we would come home to ﬁnd
a gallon jar of honey on our front door
step. This was his gift to us for allowing
him to use the small area in our orchard.
About that time, I found an old, empty, but clean beehive in our old barn.
It consisted of a bottom board, two
frame boxes, all the frames, and a lid.
It appeared never to have been used.
At this time, Valentine was building
new boxes and frames out of scrap
lumber from old pallets that he cut up
with an old table saw. Having no intention of keeping bees myself, I decided
the old beehive would better serve
Valentine, so I took it down to him the
next time he was working his bees. He
was delighted and started talking to
the bees in Russian, telling them about
the new home I had given them.
Two weeks later as I was coming
home, Valentine stopped me and took
me to a hive away from all the others.
He said, “Your hive, your family bees,”
and stood there looking at me.
I said, “I no know bees.”
“I show,” he said. It was a done deal;
I was a beekeeper.
Over the next few years, with limited
talking and a lot of pointing, he proceeded to show me how to work and talk to
the bees. He said that the bees were part
of my family and that I needed to keep
them informed on what was happening
in our lives. He also showed me how to
take care of the hives and colonies.
Eventually I learned that Valentine’s
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wife had put her foot down. She
told him no more than 25 hives
because he was spending all his
free time with his bees. He gave
me more and more hives until I had
ﬁve. I ﬁnally told him I could not
keep any more myself. I watched
how he cared for and maintained
the bees, and over the next ﬁve
winters he did not lose one colony,
so he was doing a lot right. Then he
moved to Alaska and could not take
his bees. He was sad but found
another Russian to look after them.
I think the bees understood only
Russian and were unhappy that I
spoke only English. They stung me
a lot, and I developed an allergic
reaction. I had to quit working the
hives, but my wife Lynda thought it
would be fun, so she has stepped
up and is doing a good job keeping Valentine’s lessons alive. She
is now keeping our family of bees
alive, happy, and healthy.
Last year she kept three hives
over winter, started a new hive from
a package, and split one hive so we
are back up to ﬁve families. She has
joined our local beekeepers’ association and is teaching some friends.
I help out from time to time with the
heavy lifting and with advice.
With very little spoken language,
Valentine took this neophyte and
showed him how to keep his bees
in the Eastern European way, which
has a tradition of beekeeping that
goes back thousands of years.
From a little thing comes a lot of fun
that can spread and change lives.
— Ed Carthell, Washington

HOW TO MAKE A QUILT BOX

BACKYARD BEEKEEPING
backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com

A quilt box is a great way to absorb the water that condenses from bees’ respiration during the
colder months. While bees can tolerate cold temperatures, the moisture can be deadly.

Quilt Box Components — What You’ll Need:

☐ Empty super (no frames)

STEP 1: Cut the cloth to slightly wider than the outline of your super.

☐ Cloth – This will serve as the “floor”

STEP 2: Tightly staple the cloth to the bottom of
the super, placing a staple every ½" to 1".

☐ Clean pine shavings

STEP 3: Pack the quilt box with pine shavings.

☐ Staple gun

STEP 4: Place your quilt box above an upper
entrance. The upper entrance allows bees easier
access to supplemental winter feed.
STEP 5: To allow the moisture to escape from your
quilt box, place a Imirie shim above your quilt box.
The cover is your final layer.
The moisture from the bees will meet the fabric
and pass into the shavings, eventually escaping
through the top shim.
The best filling for your quilt box is a material that
is clean, lightweight, and absorbent. Pine shavings
are inexpensive and readily available. Avoid sawdust, straw, or leaves, as they don't properly absorb
moisture or can ferment when wet.
The floor of your quilt box can be any tightly
woven fabric. Avoid loosely woven material that
will allow particles to enter into the boxes below.
An old pillow case (pictured here) works nicely. You
can also use an old sheet; just make sure you use a
tightly woven fabric.
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beekeeping 101

Wrapping Hives
BY PATRICE LEWIS

Preparing hives for the winter
by “wrapping” them to keep
the hives warm can make or
break the success of an apiary,
especially in northern climates.

I

NCORRECTLY WRAPPING A HIVE CAN be fatal.
Consider the sad experience of one novice beekeeper
during his first winter. “I was convinced the bees needed
to be protected from cold, wind, rain — everything,” he
relates. “I purchased foam insulation and boxed the bees in
completely, except for the hive opening at the base. The hives
suffered terrible condensation, and it killed the bees.”
The following year this beekeeper didn’t wrap his hives at
all but merely moved them to a protected location out of the
direct weather. The hives made it through winter just fine.
Does this mean wrapping is unnecessary? Yes and no.
As with almost anything in the beekeeping world, there
are passionate proponents on both sides of the issue. Many
26
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unwrapped hives overwinter just fine. However, a properly
installed layer of insulation in cold climates can make things
less stressful for the bees during the winter.
As a rule of thumb, many experts recommend wrapping
hives if you live in a USDA Zone 5 or lower. The trick is to
wrap your hives in such a way that they don’t get fooled into
thinking it’s spring.

Winter in a Hive
What are conditions like inside a hive during cold weather?
Keep in mind that bees are active all winter long (they don’t
hibernate) and have one single goal: to keep the queen alive.
They do this by heating the interior.
Once the outside temperature drops to about 55 degrees F,
the bees start clustering around the queen and vibrate their
wings to generate warmth. The colder the temperature, the
tighter the cluster. They do not heat the entire hive, but only
the discrete cluster where they huddle in the middle with the
queen. They maintain a temperature of about 96 degrees F at
the center of the cluster, and about 41 degrees F at the outer
edges. (Below 41 degrees F, bees go into torpor conditions
and can’t move.) Inner bees rotate with outer bees so no one
gets too worn out. The cluster itself moves around the hive,
eating honey as it goes.

Ventilate, Ventilate, Ventilate!
A winter cluster produces moist, humid air that must be
vented, which is why a hive should never be completely
sealed. Providing an upper entrance facilitates exhausting
(venting) the moist air and a route for bees to take “cleansing” flights to rid the hive of excrement.
The critical thing about winterizing hives is ventilation.
You’re not trying to make the hive airtight. Condensation is
one of the biggest killers in winter.
To prevent moisture buildup, hives need a ventilation hole for
airflow. It seems counterintuitive to have a spot where cold air
can get into the hive during winter months, but bees handle cold
air better than freezing water dripping on them. Beekeepers must
walk a fine line on ventilation. Too much, and the bees can’t keep
the hive warm; too little and condensation can build up. A little
condensation is fine since it gives the bees a source of drinking
water, but too much condensation rains ice water on the bees.
Depending on the climate, simply propping open the roof
with a shim might result in too much open space. A better
alternative may be to drill a one-inch hole in the top corner of
the upper brood box or use an Imirie shim, which is a rectangular wood frame about ¾ of an inch high, with an entrance
hole cut into one end.

Types of Wraps
There are many different ways to wrap hives, ranging from
cheap to pricey.
• Hay bales. These can be stacked around three sides of
the hives, leaving the entry side open. But be aware that these
can attract and harbor rodents.
• Tar paper. A common sealant used in construction, tar
paper is not just cheap, but its black color absorbs the sun’s
heat and may raise the temperature inside the hive by a few
degrees. Affix the paper to the hive with a staple gun, and use
a utility knife to cut the paper away from ventilation holes at
the top and bottom.
• Styrofoam board. This differs from tar paper in that it
works to retain heat within the hive rather than absorbing
heat from the outside.
• A bee cozy. These are pre-made fiberglass-filled plastic-covered sleeves that fit over the hive box. They are both
waterproof and breathable, which helps keep temperatures
stable and humidity levels moderate.
• EZ-On hive wrap. This is a pre-made wrap of vinyl-coated polyester with insulating foam secured with
Velcro. It’s considered the easiest wrap to use.
• Polystyrene hives components. These are boxes fitted
with built-in plastic frame rests and metal latches to hold
insulated components, which offer added protection against
weather extremes.
• Thermal reflective bubble wrap. Cut to size and secured with Velcro, this is an easy do-it-yourself option.
Whatever option you choose, make sure the wrap is snug
against the outside surface of the box; otherwise, bees may crawl

LEFT: The poorly ventilated
hive that caused colony death.
BELOW: A hive wrapped in tar
paper, with a hole at the top for
ventilation and cleansing flights.

between the box and the wrap, get stuck, get chilled, and die. It
also helps to make sure the boxes are stacked perfectly square,
which not only facilitates wrapping but doesn't leave gaps between the box and the insulation where bees may crawl.
Even if you choose not to wrap the hives, consider insulating the cover assembly, either by inserting a one-inch piece
of foam insulating board or by using an insulated telescoping cover. If using fiberglass as insulation, protect it with a
screen, so the bees don't attempt to remove it. Hives, just like
homes, lose most of the heat through the “attic,” so insulating
the ceiling offers some protection and helps reduce condensation. A quilt box can also help with condensation.
If your area sees wind in the winter, creating a wind block
is important, such as an existing wall, stacked hay bales, or
placing hives in an open-sided shed or barn.
Snow is an excellent insulator, so snow piled on top of
hives may be beneficial as long as the hive openings are clear
enough that bees can come and go.
For those who haven’t made up their minds about the need
to wrap hives for the winter, consider running an experiment:
wrap some hives, and leave others unwrapped. The success or
failure of the two options may convince you whether to wrap
during future winters or not.
Bees in the wild are equipped to handle winter, but when
we keep them in man-made hives, we may need to give them
a little extra help to make it through the coldest months.
PATRICE LEWIS is a wife, mother, homesteader,
homeschooler, author, blogger, columnist, and speaker.
An advocate of simple living and self-sufficiency, she
has practiced and written about self-reliance and
preparedness for almost 30 years. She is experienced
in homestead animal husbandry and small-scale dairy
production, food preservation and canning, country
relocation, home-based businesses, homeschooling,
personal money management, and food self-sufficiency.
Follow her website: patricelewis.com/ or
blog: rural-revolution.com/
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hives and equipment

a risk for contamination*, but also, bees
are smart, and equipment is expensive.
Research does suggest that size of
the wax cells decreases as combs age
and are used and reused by the bees for
brood rearing; bees reared in old comb
are slightly smaller and less productive.
At the University of Minnesota Bee
Squad where I work, we tend to rotate
out brood combs every three to four
years to be on the safe side, allowing
the bees the chance to build new, clean
wax every so often.
It’s a good idea to mark the tops of
frames with the year they were introduced into the colony, so you aren’t
guessing the age of frames by color —
which is not a good indicator, because
old comb is always dark brown to
black, but newer comb can also darken
quickly from white to gold or brown.
Decide on the number of years you
are comfortable reusing brood combs,
then rotate them out, introducing new
foundation frames as you go.

COMBING
THROUGH
YOUR
COMBS
BY BRIDGET MENDEL

W

HERE DO THE HONEY BEES STOP and the
equipment starts? Though
I provide the boxes, frames, and foundation, my bees create their gorgeous
architecture of combs. Personally,
I think of wax combs as part of the
honey bee superorganism. But drawn
combs also enter the territory of plain
old equipment. (I’m not a fan, but
you can even purchase “fully drawn”
plastic combs that bees had nothing to
do with making.)
So when you are talking about
equipment maintenance, think of it as
hardware maintenance — your boxes
and wooden frames — and software

Assessing Combs in Dead-outs
maintenance (your drawn combs). A
porous structure the bees use for both
pantry and nursery, wax can also hold
on to plenty of pesticide residue and
environmental toxins. So, the condition
of your wax combs should be considered as part of your regular hive health
assessments.

Assessing combs in living
colonies:
Some beekeepers keep their combs
for decades, while others rotate out
drawn frames every few years. I’d
suggest a healthy mix of practicality
and paranoia when deciding whether to
reuse frames. Pretty much everything is

Some beekeepers keep their combs for
decades, while others rotate out drawn
frames every few years.
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Making decisions about combs from
dead-outs is necessary but a bit tricky.
To keep mice et. al. from moving in,
dead-outs should ideally be cleaned and
sealed upon discovery rather than left
in the field to attract cold and hungry
non-bee tenants. You can scrape off
dead bees and debris from bottom
boards, sort frames, and seal up boxes
with tape, corks, and double entrance
reducers.
But how do you decide which frames
to keep and which to toss? The first step
is figuring out why your bees died. If
you think they died from mite-vectored
viruses or pesticides, it’s more economical to throw away those brood combs
than to risk hiving new bees on them or
give those combs to other healthy hives
in your apiary. If you know your bees
died of starvation or cold, chances are
it is safe to reuse brood combs that are
in decent shape, even if they are moldy
or have some dead adult bees still on
them. Reusing combs with dead larvae
in cells is risky. Most likely (unless it

chilled to death), that brood was sick
and could still harbor pathogens. Signs
of death-by-disease* could include excessive mite frass (poop) in the bottom
of cells, sealed brood cells, or dead
larvae. Toss, please!
And what about all that dead-out
honey and pollen? Especially if your
bees died in fall or early winter, you
might find much of their winter stores
left intact. Unless you suspect a pesticide kill, good honey can boost other
colonies that are low on stores in fall or
early spring. Though pollen becomes
less valuable to the bees as it ages , it’s
no crime to keep honey frames that also
have pollen stores.
If you don’t have any bees to receive
dead-out honey frames, but do have a
large freezer, go ahead and store it for
future use. Absolutely don’t eat deadout honey yourself. In general, you
shouldn’t harvest honey from the brood
nest area, but particularly not if it has
been sitting there all winter, exposed to
who-knows-what rodents.
If you don’t have a freezer, you are
in for a challenge. While keeping your
frames exposed to light and air will
keep away destructive wax moths, that
same open air may invite equally destructive (and arguably more terrifying)

mice, raccoons, or heaven forbid: cockroaches. This goes for storing those wet
(extracted) honey supers, too. Drawn
comb is a precious commodity that
saves bees lots of time and energy, so
neatly stacking and sealing your combs
in a mouse-proof area is well worth the
effort. (Freeze frames first if possible to
kill any wax moth eggs.)
Back to hardware. Keeping those
boxes scraped and in good condition is
a key part of beekeeping. Boxes that are
well-painted will warp less and rot less
out in the elements, lasting you many
more years than plain, unpainted wood.
A long, cozy winter is coming up,
perfect for painting and mending extra

BRIDGET MENDEL is the
Program Manager at the
University of Minnesota’s
Bee Squad. She takes care
of bees, teaches classes for
beekeepers and the public,
and manages interdisciplinary,
pollinator-focused programs.
She also writes grants and
communications for Bee
Squad's programs and research
projects. Outside of Bee Squad,
she teaches creative writing
to college students. Her own
work has appeared in DUSIE,
Noo Journal, Beekeeper’s
Quarterly, and Nous Zot Press.
Bridget is the recipient of a
Minnesota Emerging Writers
Grant, and holds a BA from
Northwestern University and an
MFA in Creative Nonfiction from
the University of Minnesota.

boxes and bottom boards and for sorting, fixing, scraping, and storing frames
while catching up on your beekeeping
podcasts.
*Never reuse or share equipment you
suspect is contaminated with American
Foulbrood (AFB); AFB spores can live
in equipment for decades. Contact your
local Extension expert or Veterinarian
specialist to learn how to sterilize or
dispose of contaminated equipment.

SOURCES

1. “Pesticide residues in honey bees, pollen and beeswax: Assessing beehive exposure” by Pau Calatayud-Vernich, Fernando Calatayud, Enrique
Simó, and YolandaPicóc https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/
S0269749118310893
2. https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezp2.lib.umn.edu/science/article/pii/
S1018364721000975
3. file:///Users/bridget/Downloads/M.%20HAYDAC.pdf
4. 2 Million Blossom’s series about pollinators: https://2millionblossoms.com/
thepodcast/.
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health and pests

Mammals in the Bee Yard
STORY AND PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK

H

ONEY BEES HAVE MANY THREATS to contend
with on a nearly daily basis, just like any other creature. Varroa, small hive beetles, fungi, and bacteria
must be successfully dealt with by both bees and beekeepers
year-round. However, bees have another type of predator
— mammals. And while most mammals learn to steer clear
of the bee yard after a well-placed sting or two, some just
keep coming back. Here’s a quick look at the most common
mammalian predators lurking about the bee yard and a look
at how to stop them.

Bears
While Smokey the Bear may very well be an advocate for
preventing forest fires, that same bear also likes honey and
bees. Protecting colonies from a ravaging bear is one of the
foremost items on any beekeeper’s mind in bear country. A
hungry bear with a sweet tooth is not only after the honey
but also after that yummy, protein-rich bee larvae as well. If
you’ve ever had an uncontrollable sweet tooth, you know just
how determined any creature, especially a bear, may be to get
to the hive’s goodies.
Many beekeepers find strong electric fencing, often coupled with a more solid fencing system, works well; others
work to find apiary locations where bears tend not to wander.
However, as sad as it is to say, not a whole lot can be done to
keep a determined bear out of an apiary. Not even heavy-duty
electric fencing in many cases, causing some bears to be relocated, or even shot and killed, whether legally or otherwise.
So, if you keep honey bees in bear country, contact your local
bee club to find out what’s working in your area, as a single
bear can destroy an entire apiary in a matter of minutes in
their quest for sweetness and protein.

Skunks, Opossums, and Raccoons, Oh My!

While opossums are generally considered a livestock feed raider
inside the barn, it is possible to have one check out your apiary — repeatedly. If the ‘possum becomes a nuisance, live trapping and proper
relocation are humane options for solving the problem.
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Much more common across most of the U.S. are the smaller creatures roaming around with just as intense a craving for
sweetness as bears — skunks, ‘possums, raccoons, and even
badgers to name a few. These creatures most often attack
colonies under cover of darkness, making identification and
control a bit difficult at times. However, the damage they can
do — flipped lids, ripped-out feeders, ticked-off bees, and of
course, the potential for heavy bee loss — makes monitoring
and control a necessity in many apiaries.

Fortunately, these creatures are easier to manage than the
bears due to their smaller size. Except for the raccoon and the
badger, most will not flip a lid to gain access and make their
attack at the hive entrance. Some sit and wait quite patiently
for the random bee to fly in and out during dusk and dawn
when most bees are inside and safe. Others seem to take
delight in scooping up the bearded bees hanging outside the
hive on a hot, muggy night. And still, others gain enjoyment
from slipping those tiny paws inside the entrance and grabbing any bees it can capture just inside the hive.
A simple way to discourage these fearless pests is with
carpet tacking or small nails. Secure carpet tacking, nails
up, on the landing board just in front of the entrance. This
allows bees to go in and out undisturbed but provides a rather
intense poke to the delicate nose or paw that tries to nudge its
way into the hive. Other options include lifting the hives off
the ground out of the reach of these rather short mammals,
which is sometimes easier said than done, depending on the
location and type of hive. Still other options include electric
fencing placed around the apiary’s perimeter close to the
ground, with strands placed six to eight inches apart, from six
inches to two feet above the ground. While more expensive
and a little more time-consuming to set up, electric fencing
works really well when defending against these short little
mammals.
For those creatures who like to flip lids, the solution is
the same as you would do to prepare for stormy weather
— a heavy weight placed on top of the lid that is not easily
scooted around by something as small as (but yet powerful)
a raccoon or badger. Some use concrete blocks; others use
heavy rocks or firewood they have lying around. Whatever
it takes to keep the lid heavy will work. Just don’t forget to
secure that top against the ‘coons and badgers.

Mice, Mice, Mice, Everywhere
While mice don’t just eat the honey or bee larvae, they
certainly do more than their fair share of damage to a colony.
They urinate inside the hive, rip out/consume comb/brood
to make room for their own nest, and inevitably destroy an
otherwise secure beehive. The damage they can do in a single
day is astounding at best and completely devastating at its
worst.
Conventional wisdom tells us to utilize the short side of
those wooden entrance reducers for overwintering colonies,
reducing the likelihood of mice entering the hive. Now, if
you’ve ever tried this approach, you may have been surprised
to discover mice inside your hives the following spring. Most
common entrance reducers don’t actually work against mice
because of the mouse’s incredible ability to squeeze itself
into the tiniest of spaces. The exception is the metal reducers
with small holes that allow only a single bee to enter/leave,
but are not always available or even feasible if you keep
many colonies year-round.

This mouse got in past my wooden reducer and made herself at home
before the bees could contain her. Once I removed the nest, and she
ran out, she never returned.

The good news is when a mouse does manage to get inside,
the bees often charge the mouse and sting it repeatedly. Or
bees may induce hyperthermia by balling the mouse until it
dies, much like bees will ball a foreign queen. Once deceased, the bees often propolize the mouse, and the beekeeper removes the body once it is discovered. But damage may
already be done before the bees accomplish this takedown, so
don’t leave the mouse to the bees.
Overall, most mammals avoid the apiary once they’ve received a sting or two. However, a few tenacious mammals are
ready for a sweet, late-night snack when the beekeeper isn’t
looking. Consider these threats as you set up your apiary and
monitor regularly for signs of intrusion. Your bees will thank
you for it.

KRISTI COOK lives in Arkansas where
every year brings something new to her
family’s journey for a more sustainable
lifestyle. She keeps a flock of laying hens,
dairy goats, a rapidly growing apiary, a
large garden, and more. When she’s not
busy with the critters and veggies, you can
find her sharing sustainable living skills
through her workshops, articles, and blog at
tenderheartshomestead.com.
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health and pests

Overwintered Singles and Doubles

Winter Feeding
STORY AND PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK

Winter colonies during a freeze cycle.

W

INTER COLONY LOSSES
CONTINUE TO CLIMB
each year for both experienced and newbie beekeepers alike,
with no signs of slowing. The Bee
Informed Partnership’s (BIP) latest
statistics on winter losses show losses
across the U.S. reached 32.2% between
October 2020 to April 2021. Sadly,
this figure reflects an increase of 9.6%
over the previous winter’s losses and is
3.9% higher than the previous 14 years
of surveys by BIP. Causes range from
inadequate varroa management, insufficient housing, unsuitable locations,
and more. However, one of the most
commonly overlooked causes of winter
loss is starvation.

Number One Winter Food Source
Regardless of where you maintain
your bees, the best food source for honey bees is their own honey during any
season of the year. Unlike sugar blocks,
grease patties, and any other white
sugar-based food source, a colony’s
honey has what the colony needs to
maintain health — vitamins, minerals,
32

pollen, amino acids — all in addition to
basic carbohydrates. Yet, we beekeepers often rob far too much honey from
our colonies in the hopes of increased
honey sales. This results in the need to
feed sugar throughout the lean times, or
our colonies simply starve out.
So, what’s a beekeeper to do? Leave
more honey. If you live in the south as
I do, the general recommendation is to
leave a single deep or one to two supers full of honey sitting on top of the
bottom deep brood chamber to tide the
girls over during a long, cold winter.
If you live further north, many regions
recommend twice that amount. The
best way to determine how much honey you should leave behind is to contact successful beekeepers in your area
to discover what they leave behind. (I
cannot overstress the importance of
asking only those successful beekeepers in your area. Ask the wrong
individual, get the wrong answer. In
other words, if your beekeeper friend
is losing 40% of his hives throughout
the winter, he isn’t doing any better
than the statistics.)
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But wait. What about overwintered
single deeps? The most profound issue
with singles is the limited honey supply.
So, how’s one to supply enough honey
to these small colonies? Easy. You make
modifications to your system.
Personally, I overwinter in both
singles and doubles with great success.
My winter losses (and annual losses)
typically stay around 15%. I have just as
few losses with my overwintered singles
as I do with my overwintered doubles.
The following is what I do for all of my
singles and doubles:
After I’ve condensed the bees down
to a single box (or a double) and just
before the first frost hits that kills any
remaining forage, I ensure every outer
edge slot that does not contain brood is
filled with honey frames. This usually
equates to about four or five frames of
honey per deep box — not enough to
get through one of our southern winters.
This next part is key to ensuring
adequate food supplies, especially
when overwintering in singles: I place
a larger than average shim between
the box and the outer cover. My shims
are made from 2x4 lumber with the 4”
sides standing on edge. This gives me
a really deep shim to add supplemental
sugar blocks, mite treatments, etc., any
time I need them. Once the shim is
in place, I load the space with several
sugar blocks, often reaching at least
halfway to the top of the shim or higher.
I extend these sugar blocks to all four
corners, not just the typical center
placement most folks opt for.
This complete coverage of the top
frames allows bees to move freely
during the warmer daytime temps
without concern that they will cluster
in a spot that may not contain any food
for use during the cold evening hours.
Bees will move throughout the brood
chamber, especially during warm winter
afternoons, primarily due to the lack of
brood within the chamber that would
normally keep the cluster dead center.
Countless times I have witnessed the

importance of keeping sugar across the
entire frames, as clusters in the corners
or edges had a steady supply of food
wherever they went. This excess sugar
also absorbs excess condensation from
the hive’s respiratory function, allowing
the bees to utilize the dry sugar easily.
It’s like a winter quilt for both heat
retention and moisture absorption —
win-win on both sides of the coin.
Periodically throughout the winter,
I do a quick feed check, preferably on
days that the temperature is elevated.
However, I successfully conducted many
freezing weather checks with a hive tool
and quick dropping of blocks under the
lid before inclement weather hit. Checks
are conducted regardless of the weather,
and bees are fed, even during snow and

freezing rain. The colonies this effort
alone saves are well worth battling any
ugly weather nature can throw at us.
Honey bee colony losses are at an
unacceptably high rate in the U.S.
While varroa is often touted as the
primary reason, too often, beekeepers
also lose their bees due to something as
preventable as starvation. Do not allow
the bees to starve. A simple addition of
extra honey or a nice-sized, well-placed
sugar block is all that is needed to keep
otherwise healthy colonies in tip-top
shape as they wait out the winter.

Sugar blocks placed end-to-end on the
top bars ensure every location has food
available to the moving cluster.

WINTER SUGAR
BLOCK

(modify proportions as needed)
LEFT: Starved bees most often die with their
heads down inside the cell and tails (backsides)
up in the air as they attempted to find that last
drop of honey to feed the colony. A sad sight.
BOTTOM LEFT: Dissecting a deadout: This
frame has plenty of pollen and a tiny cluster of
dead bees. NO honey to be found anywhere
within the hive. No signs of robbing were noted
(rough/ragged-edged cells are typical indicators
of robbing). While these bees do not have their
heads stuck in the cells, these likely starved
and ended their lives freezing to death while in
starvation mode.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Any plastic container will
suffice for creating solid sugar blocks.

25 lbs. white granulated sugar
2-3 tablespoons essential oils/
feeding supplement of choice
(optional)
8-16 oz. water or apple cider
vinegar
In a large bucket, slowly add
liquid and supplements to sugar.
Using a heavy-duty mixer or drill
with a paddle bit, slowly combine. Add liquid until mixture
resembles sand suitable for
sandcastles or snow suitable for
building snowmen. Once combined, add sugar by the large
scoopful to each hive OR scoop
into plastic containers to dry into
solid sugar blocks over the next
few days. Store in a cool location or freeze for later use once
dried.
A side note: I have not found this
extra sugar to increase my feed
costs, as any unused sugar is simply removed in spring and stored
for later use. My per-hive cost estimate is always $1.00 or less for the
entire winter, regardless of weather
conditions.
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honey and beeswax

LOADED
APPLE HONEY
OAT COOKIES
BY HANNAH MCCLURE

H

ELLO, MY FELLOW BEE-LOVING, honey-dipping folks! I’m not sure what I love more about fall:
the crisp air and hot cocoa or the apples, pumpkins,
and spices! One thing I know for sure is that I love fresh
baked goods. So why not mix it all together for a treat sure to
fill your tummy with honey and delight this fall? These are
not your average oatmeal cookies. These are loaded apple
honey oat cookies that are sure to be a hit with your loved
ones!
Gather your ingredients:
• 1 stick softened butter
• ½ cup packed brown sugar
• ½ cup honey
• 1 large egg
• ½ tablespoon vanilla extract
• 1¾ cups quick oats

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.

• 1 cup unbleached all-purpose flour

In a large mixing bowl, beat together butter, sugar, honey,
egg, and vanilla extract until combined.

• 1 tablespoon ground flaxseed
• ¼ teaspoon sea salt
• ½ teaspoon baking soda
• ½ tablespoon ground cinnamon
• 1 Granny Smith apple, peeled and diced
• ½ cup raisins
• ½ cup dried cranberries
• ½ cup cinnamon morsels (optional)

Add in flaxseed, sea salt, baking soda, flour, and cinnamon
until blended.
Add in oats until combined.
With a spoon, stir in cinnamon morsels, apples, raisins, and
cranberries until well-incorporated.
Using a small scoop or tablespoon, spoon out dough onto a
parchment-paper-lined baking sheet. These cookies do spread
some, so don’t put dough balls too close.
Bake cookies at 350 degrees F for 10-12 minutes.

HANNAH N. MCCLURE is an old soul
homemaker and mother of four from Ohio.
Gardening, keeping bees, sewing, raising
chickens/seasonal hogs, and baking/cooking
from scratch are a few things she enjoys in
her homemaking. Always learning and always
chasing her littles.
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The edges of the cookies should be golden brown, and the
centers will remain chewy. Allow cookies to cool three to five
minutes before serving.
Makes roughly 24 cookies.

FIRE CIDER RECIPE WITH RAW HONEY

BACKYARD BEEKEEPING
backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com

BY JENNIFER VANBENSCHOTEN
Fire cider is an old home remedy for the runny noses and sniffles before they develop into full-blown colds or
flu. Even if you already have a cold or the flu, drinking shots of fire cider can help ease symptoms and might
even reduce the duration of a virus.
It’s best to use organic ingredients or locally grown whenever possible.

INGREDIENTS:

½ cup chopped fresh ginger root
1 whole bulb garlic
½ orange, sliced
1 small lemon, sliced
1 jalapeño pepper, sliced OR 1½ inches chopped fresh horseradish root
Handful of your favorite herbs*
Apple cider vinegar to cover
Organic, unpasteurized honey

DIRECTIONS: Combine all ingredients except for the honey (this will
be added later) in a half-gallon glass jar. Cover with apple cider
vinegar, and close with a tight-fitting lid. Store on the counter at room
temperature for at least four weeks, and give the jar a shake every
now and then to help with mastication and fermentation. Since some
of the roots will expand, make sure you add plenty of apple cider
vinegar to completely cover all the ingredients in the jar all the way
to the top.

After four weeks, strain the fruits and vegetables from the liquid and
reserve for other uses. These are great in stir-fries, salad dressings, or
soups. Warm up about a cup of honey (or more, if you prefer) in a small
saucepan on the stove, and mix it into the remaining liquid. Package
in small bottles and store in the refrigerator or the cupboard. Your
homemade fire cider should be hot, sour, and sweet – all the tastes
from these immune-boosting ingredients that will help keep you
healthy all winter long. Small bottles of fire cider also make wonderful
holiday gifts for friends and family! Fire cider keeps for months.
*You can also choose to customize this fire cider recipe by including a
handful of your favorites from this healing herbs list: cilantro, rosemary,
thyme, parsley, turmeric, oregano, beetroot powder.
You can take a shot glass of your homemade fire cider as a daily tonic,
or take a tablespoon of it every hour when you feel cold and flu
symptoms coming on. Repeat as necessary until symptoms subside.
In a pinch, you can start taking your fire cider home remedy after
24 hours of steeping. Keep an extra bottle or two of apple cider
vinegar on hand, and just replace what you remove from the jar.

USES: Other ways to include
this health-boosting fire cider
recipe in your daily diet:

+ Add a few tablespoons to
soups and rice dishes.
+ Add to salad dressings.
+ Drink a shot in some organic
vegetable juice.
+ Pour a few tablespoons over
roasted or sautéed veggies.
Not only does this fire cider recipe help you fight off colds and
flu, it also makes a great natural
decongestant and all-around
health tonic. It can also help if
you suffer from slow or sluggish
digestion, as these warming and
pungent ingredients can stimulate the digestive process.
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Home Remedies for

Cold and
Flu Season
BY ANGI SCHNEIDER

H

lemon and put it in a wide-mouth pint
ONEY IS INCREDIBLY
sometimes, we need more than plain
canning jar — peel, seeds, and all.
USEFUL in home remedies.
honey.
Once the liquid is reduced, strain out
It’s soothing, nutritious, has
the thyme and pour the liquid into the
healing properties, and, of course, is
COUGH SYRUP
jar with the lemon. Fill the remainder
sweet.
If you can make tea, you can make
of the jar with honey. Put the lid on
In late fall, you can find me preparhomemade cough syrup. A variety of
and give it shake. Label and date the
herbs can be used in cough syrup; I
ing our winter supply of cough syrups,
jar.
usually use sage or thyme. To make
oxymels, fermented garlic, and other
The syrup can be used imhome remedies for cold and
mediately but will have more
flu season. I use a lot of honey
flavor and healing properties
on that day but it’s completely
Do not give honey to children
after a few days once the
worth it.
lemons have macerated. This
When making remeunder one year old because their
can be stored in the refrigerdies it’s important to use
digestive system isn’t fully
ator for up to three months or
raw honey. Heating honey
developed. There is a very rare
the freezer for a year. Take a
destroys the enzymes and
teaspoon of syrup as needed
nutrients which leaves you
risk of honey containing a strain
to calm a cough.
with nothing more than just
of botulism that those older than
a sweetener. If you don’t
OXYMELS
keep your own bees, call
one year can fight off, but babies
Oxymels aren’t super comyour local county extension
cannot. Even though it’s rare,
mon today but they’ve been
office to get the name of a
it’s not worth the risk.
around since ancient times.
local beekeeper so you can
Oxymels are made by combinpurchase raw honey.
ing honey, apple cider vinegar,
and herbs. Oxymels usually
Home Remedies for Cold
only have one or two herbs in them,
the cough syrup, simmer two cups
and Flu Season
but the fire cider recipe on page 35 has
One of our favorite ways to soothe
of distilled water with half an ounce
many herbs added.
a sore throat and calm a cough is to
of dried thyme leaves or one ounce
The idea behind oxymels is that the
slowly eat a spoonful of honey. It’s
of fresh thyme leaves. Simmer until
honey and apple cider vinegar mask
quick, convenient, and it works. But
it’s reduced by half. Slice an organic
36
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the strong flavors of the herbs and
make them more palatable. Herbs that
do well in an oxymel are strong herbs
that you wouldn’t really want to drink
as tea, such as sage, thyme, horseradish, garlic, rosemary, basil, and
mullein.
To make an oxymel, fill a quart-size
canning jar with one ounce of dried
herbs, one cup of honey, and two cups
of apple cider vinegar. Put the lid on
and give it a shake. Plastic lids work
best for this recipe as the acid in the
vinegar can cause metal lids to rust.
Label and date the jar. Let the oxymel
sit for two weeks, occasionally shaking it.
After two weeks, strain the herbs out.
Your oxymel is now ready to use. An
oxymel is shelf-stable, as the honey and
vinegar are both preservatives, but it
can also be stored in the refrigerator.
My favorite way to use oxymel is to
add a tablespoon to my morning warm
lemon water.
FERMENTED GARLIC
I also like to make a small jar of
fermented garlic every year. When
someone is really sick, I’ll add a clove
of crushed garlic and some of the honey
to a cup of hot lemon water to sip on.
It also makes a really great spread for
crackers or bread.
To make fermented garlic, peel two

heads of garlic and put them in a small
canning jar. Pour honey over them
and put a loose lid on them. Set them
on your counter for a few days. You
should notice some bubbles and that
the honey is thinner. Be sure to put a
saucer under the jar since the honey
might spill over a bit in the fermenting
process.
After about four days, move the
fermented garlic to the refrigerator to
slow the fermentation process down.
It will be good for about a year in the
refrigerator. Don’t forget to label and
date the jar.

Honey Health Benefits
Is honey better than sugar? From
an environmental viewpoint, I would
emphatically say, yes.
However, from a nutritional viewpoint, the research suggests that our
bodies handle all forms of sugar the
same way, and one of those ways lowers our immune response.
Some people stay away from all
forms of sugar when sick, including
fruit. However, I disagree.
During a sickness, I weigh the risk
of lowered immune response against
the benefit of getting the herbs into
our bodies. The reality is, without
some form of sweetener, no one in my
family is going to drink thyme tea, take
lemon sage water, or eat straight garlic

cloves. The only way they will take
these things is if something makes them
palatable.
We choose honey unless it’s for a
child under one year old, and then we
use maple syrup as the sweetener.
Raw honey also has many enzymes
and nutrients that sugar just doesn’t
have. Of course, you would have to
eat an unhealthy amount of honey
to get full the full benefits of those
nutrients, but when given a choice
between using something that has
nutrients and something completely
void of them, I’ll choose the nutrients
every time.
Honey’s antibacterial properties are
well documented and honey has been
used topically for centuries. All raw,
unpasteurized honey has antibacterial
properties and is often used topically to treat wounds in people and in
animals.
Of course, colds and the flu aren’t
caused by bacteria but by viruses;
however, many secondary bacterial
infections can happen from being congested and run down. I believe honey
gives our bodies just a bit of extra
help on warding off those secondary
infections.
This year, try using honey for cold
and flu season in a new way. Maybe
keep a jar in the back of the pantry to
take by the spoonful to soothe a sore
throat instead of using a store-bought
cough syrup. And maybe, that means
you’ll try one of the quick remedies our
family keeps on hand.

ANGI SCHNEIDER lives with
her family along the Texas Gulf
Coast on 1.5 acres where they
keep chickens and bees along
with gardens and an orchard.
Angi shares her simple living
journey at:
schneiderpeeps.com
facebook.com/schneiderpeeps
instagram.com/schneiderpeeps
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Is Honey Really
Antimicrobial?
BY REBECCA SANDERSON

R

UMOR HAS IT THAT HONEY HAS supposed
antimicrobial properties. These properties are
purported to help heal wounds, combat disease, and
lessen healing time for burn victims. How much of it is true?
Fortunately, there have been several research studies looking
into this.
Honey has been used for thousands of years not only for
food purposes but also as medicine. In Greece, Hippocrates
recommended a mixture of honey, water, and various medicinal substances to treat fevers. In Egypt, people used honey
to help heal infected wounds and used it in the embalming
process. Honey has a great place in Ayurvedic medicine from
India, especially to help digestion. Many other civilizations
employed honey in treating various ailments. Wound healing
was a common use among most if not all these ancient civilizations, and for a good reason.
In more modern times, studies have been conducted regarding the properties of honey and its supposed antimicrobial benefits. In these studies, researchers found many components of honey to have antibacterial qualities, but together
they worked synergistically to create a much higher antimicrobial effect. There are four most significant properties, but
many others also contribute. Of the four main components:
first, honey naturally pulls moisture from its surroundings,
dehydrating bacteria and killing it. Second, honey is acidic
with a pH of 3.2-4.5, which is low enough to keep most microorganisms from reproducing. Third, the glucose oxidase
38
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in honey tends to make hydrogen peroxide via glucose oxidation when diluted. Fourth, there are multiple phytochemicals
(plant-specific chemicals) that are antibacterial.
The solid matter in honey is almost all sugar. Not counting
the water content, 95-99% of honey is pure sugar, mostly
fructose and glucose. This contributes to the inhibition of
bacterial growth but does not account for how effective honey
can be. While the organic acids, minerals, vitamins, amino
acids, and enzymes may be as little as 1% of the solid matter
in honey, they are vital. They act as probiotic agents, including some antimicrobial factors, and give honey its characteristic taste. Honey’s color comes mainly from the flowers
that produced the nectar but is affected by age and storage
conditions. It can range from colorless to dark amber.
It is important to note that not all honey is equal. The antimicrobial quality of honey depends on the health of the bees,
what plants produced the nectar, where it was produced,
and what time of the year it was produced. Manuka honey is
well-known for being remarkably high quality and high in its
antimicrobial properties. Manuka honey must be produced
with only flowers of the Manuka tree available to the bees.
However, other regional honeys have been studied with several compared to Manuka, such as Tualang and Ulmo honeys.
Honey has been shown to be effective against 60 strains
of bacteria and some fungi and viruses. Some of the more
well-known bacteria that honey can fight include E. coli,
Salmonella, H. pylori, anthrax, diphtheria, listeria, tuberculosis, Staph. aureus, and Strep. mutans. The ability to either
inhibit or kill these bacterial strains depends on how much
the honey is diluted. Greater dilutions will only inhibit, while
higher concentrations are better for killing the bacteria. Some
preliminary studies have found honey to be effective against
community-associated MRSA, at least in lab conditions.

Honey has been shown to be
effective against 60 strains
of bacteria and some fungi
and viruses. Some of the
more well-known bacteria
that honey can fight include
E. coli, Salmonella, H. pylori,
anthrax, diphtheria, listeria,
tuberculosis, Staph. aureus,
and Strep. mutans.

Even though honey has
been shown to be effective
in inhibiting or killing
many strains of bacteria,
it does not affect many
beneficial bacteria such as
Lactobacillus acidophilus,
Strep. thermophilus,
Lacto delbrueckii, and
Bifidobacterium bifidum.

as it inhibits detrimental bacteria while allowing beneficial
bacteria to grow.
Honey can still contain botulism spores, even though it is
effective against many types of bacteria. This is not a concern
to most people as a healthy mature digestive tract does not allow spores to activate and reproduce. However, the digestive
tract of infants has not developed all the protective features to
keep botulism spores from reproducing. Botulism in honey is
a major concern to infants and should be avoided.
The antimicrobial properties of honey are widely discussed
and, in many cases, supported by studies. That does not mean
that it is the answer to every illness or injury or for every person, especially infants. However, quality honey can be quite
effective against many types of harmful bacteria. The effectiveness is dependent upon where the honey is from and what
plants went into its making. However, at the medical-grade, it
is phenomenal in its potency.
Have you used honey as medicine?

SOURCES

Almasaudi, S. (2021). The antibacterial activities of
honey. Saudi Journal of Biological Sciences, 21882196.
Bee gathering from a Manuka blossom in Australia.

Wound healing is another great use for honey not only
because of its antimicrobial properties. Honey is also anti-inflammatory, promotes healing, and reduces scar formation. In
studies where medical-grade honey was compared with other
topical wound treatments such as silver sulfadiazine, honey
was more effective. It promotes skin regrowth and keeps the
area moist, so bandages will not stick to the wound. Studies
have not yet found exactly why the honey helps wounds heal
faster, but it is undeniable. Honey on wound dressings has
been found to sterilize the wound, ease pain, and combat
antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Scientists have some clues about
how honey assists in wound healing, such as the tissues using
the high nutrient content of the honey. The acidity helps keep
the area free from bacteria that hinder healing, and the hydrogen peroxide stimulates macrophages (a type of white blood
cell that "eats" foreign bacteria).
Even though honey has been shown to be effective in inhibiting or killing many strains of bacteria, it does not affect
many beneficial bacteria such as Lactobacillus acidophilus,
Strep. thermophilus, Lacto delbrueckii, and Bifidobacterium
bifidum. These are among the bacteria that have been identified as vital to a healthy gastrointestinal tract. This makes
honey a good option for sweetening fermented dairy products
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REBECCA SANDERSON grew up in a very small
town in Idaho with a backyard full of chickens,
goats, sometimes sheep and ducks, and other
random animals in addition to the cats and dogs.
She is now married with two little girls and loves the
homesteading life! Her husband is very supportive
(tolerant) of her continued experiments in making
many items from scratch and he even helps
sometimes.
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A Family Love Affair
Rushing River Apiaries
BY PATRICE LEWIS

W

HEN TAVIS AND CHRISTINE MCDONALD OF
British Columbia first decided to venture into beekeeping in 2016,
they had no idea their decision would
become a life-altering love affair for the
whole family.
“We ordered two colonies of honey
bees to add to our backyard garden,”
says Christine. “Now we have 100 hives.
We produce wildflower and fireweed
honey, nucs, and queens. We also make
a large variety of pure beeswax candles
for local markets. We offer a mentorship
program for beginning beekeepers and
education programs to local schools.”
The phenomenal growth of Rushing
River Apiaries from a backyard hobby
to a full-scale business was, at first,
a matter of pure luck. “We had a few
easy years at the beginning that made it
easy to think about expanding and turning our hobby into a business,” admits
Christine. “As we grew, diversification
just seemed to happen. We expanded
into offering nucs and queens.”
The McDonalds focus on specialty
single-source honey. All their hives
overwinter in the dramatically beautiful
Skeena River Valley in British Colum40

bia. Then for six weeks in July and
August, they move most of the hives
into higher elevations in the surrounding mountains when the fireweed is
blooming. The result is exquisite honey
capturing the wildflowers of the area.
“Fireweed honey has a unique flavor that
is highly sought after," says Christine.
Rushing River Apiaries keeps their
honey unpasteurized. “We never heat it,
and our cold filtering process leaves all
the beneficial enzymes and phytonutrients intact.”
Naturally, the McDonalds have experienced the ups and downs that come with
any new endeavor. A spur to expanding
and diversifying their products happened
during 2020. “We had a complete washout honey season,” says Christine. “So,
we started making candles to fill the
gap. That turned into a very successful
aspect of our business by itself. We did
not just survive that honey-less season;
we thrived. We found a very strong local
market for beeswax candles. Since the
demand for candles is highest in winter,
it complements beekeeping nicely and
keeps us busy year-round.”
And of course, the McDonalds have had
their setbacks as well. “We haven’t had
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a devastating failure yet (touch wood),”
says Christine, “but we’ve sure learned a
lot of lessons. One of the biggest ones was
losing a full round of queens the first time
we used mini-mating nucs because they
all drowned in the syrup.”
Christine is a teacher both by trade
and at heart, so it was natural for the
McDonalds to expand into education.
“Sharing my knowledge and love for
bees is one of the most rewarding
things I do,” she relates. “I’ve done
many presentations in schools and
apiary tours for school groups, but this
year, for the first time, I am working on
a more long-term education program
with a local school. Through a grant,
they were able to purchase a full hive
setup and a nuc this spring. I have been
doing weekly workshops with students,
including a live hive inspection with
small groups of students to begin each
session. I will continue to care for the
hive over the summer, inviting families
to join me when they can, and then we
will extract honey together in the fall.
Next year, I will start to transition more
of the care for the hive to the school. It
has been a very fun and rewarding project, especially watching kids fearlessly

hold full frames of bees and wonder at
all the activity and life inside the hive.”
Life is never dull as a beekeeper, with
unexpected revelations: “Something
that surprises me every time I see it is
two queens in a hive. It seems to be one
of the first things we learn about bees
that there can be only one queen, but I
have seen two queens happily coexisting enough times to realize that there
are exceptions to every rule in beekeeping, just like there is in life.”
One of the things that sets Rushing
River Apiaries apart is how much of a
family operation it is. “My husband and
I each have our unique jobs and skills
set,” explains Christine, “but when it
comes time to put in a big day of inspections or splits, we’re both in there. Even
our kids, ages five and eight, often suit
up with us or play in the nearby fields
while they wait for us to finish up.”
In fact, Christine and Tavis named
the apiary after their children, who are
named Rush and River. “Our two kids
are often with us when we are doing
bee work. Especially when schools
were shut down in 2020 due to COVID,

they had to tag along for all of our
work. Often, they will suit up with us.
Rush (age five) enjoys using the smoker
and using his hive tool to pry open the
inner covers for us. River (age eight)
likes to pull the wagon and fetch us
whatever we need while we work. She
also loves teaching others about bees
and has appeared in a few videos with
me to share her knowledge with other
kids and show that kids don’t need to be
afraid of bees.”
For novice beekeepers, Christine suggests they never stop learning. “There is
a TON to learn about bees and beekeeping. Figure out what type of learning
works best for you, and then find your
sources! For me, I prefer to learn by
reading and looking at diagrams. My
husband loves YouTube videos and
worked with a mentor early on. The
way you take in information might
differ from others, but you’re definitely
going to need some reliable sources of
information for every little situation
and question that arises. And make sure
one of the first things you learn about is
managing for varroa mites.”

Rushing River Apiaries can be found online:
Website: www.rushingriverapiaries.com/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/rushingriverapiaries/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/rushingriverapiaries/
Tiktok: tiktok.com/@rushingriverbees
Youtube: Youtube.com/ search: Rushing River Apiaries
BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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beekeeping calendar
GUIDE TO BEEKEEPING IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.
BY MARISSA AMES

October
What Are the Bees Up to?
As bees prepare for winter, queens slow down or stop laying. Worker bees kick out what drones remain in the hive
and propolize the hive to seal cracks. While bees still venture out for pollen on warm days, they cluster inside when
temperatures dip below 50 degrees F. Don’t be surprised
if you see bees consuming compost, corn, or chicken feed
during those warm days, in absence of pollen.
The Flowers and The Trees...
Alfalfa may still be blooming in some areas, as well as
aster and sedum. Some gardens may grow saffron and

other autumn crocuses. Though chrysanthemum blooms
in in late summer to early winter, bees may avoid them
because they can harbor spiders.
How’s the Weather out There?
Though temperatures may stay warm in the southern
states, Zones 5 and colder will experience hard frosts
that kill most annual plants. Hurricane season is in full
force along the Atlantic coast. Consider anchoring your
hives to avoid destruction in strong winds. Keep providing water for times when bees venture out.

BEEKEEPING CHECKLIST

q Set up wind-breaks around the hives.
q Conduct hive inspections during warm weather.
q Weigh hives. Established colonies should have at least 70lbs of honey.
q Feed sugar syrup ration to 2:1.
q Treat for mites, if necessary, but remove all treatments before winterizing hives.
q Fit hives with guards to keep mice from moving in.
q If fall and winter put the apiary in shadows, move hives to a sunnier location.

42
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November
What Are the Bees Up To?
Bees huddle around the queen to keep her warm during
cold weather. On warm days, activity outside the hive
increases as bees take cleansing flights.
The Flowers and The Trees...
While flowers may still bloom in the southern states,
most of the northern states lie dormant with no blooms.

How’s the Weather out There?
November can bring hurricanes along the Atlantic coast
and ice storms up north. Check hives so they hold
strong against inclement weather. Add wind-breaks if
necessary.

BEEKEEPING CHECKLIST

q Bring in old equipment to repair or paint over the winter.
q Freeze unused frames and equipment to avoid wax moths.
q A good month for OAV mite treatment.
q Watch for signs of mice entering hives or larger mammals attempting to steal honey.
q Start on honey and beeswax projects for the gift-giving season.
q Read up on bees and beekeeping to increase your knowledge.
q List what went right and wrong this year, and plan for next year.

.

Date to Remember
~ November 7th: Daylight Savings Time ends
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Backyard Beekeeping Bookstore
As a member, you save 10% on books EVERY DAY! Just use code: bybbooks at checkout.
EW!

N

The Secret Life of Bees

The Beekeeper's Problem Solver

By Vivian Mineker

By James E. Tew

Meet the Bees of the World,
With Busswing the Honey Bee

100 Common Problems
Explored and Explained

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/
the-secret-life-of-bees

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
/products/
the-beekeepersproblem-solver

48 pages, $19.95

100 Plants to Feed the Bees
By The Xerces Society

Provide a Healthy Habitat to
Help Pollinators Thrive
240 pages, $16.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/100-plants-tofeed-the-bees

NEW!

Sip, Pick, and Pack
By Polly Cheney; Illustrated By Kim Overton

How Pollinators Help Plants
Make Seeds
27 pages, $16.99

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/sip-pick-andpack-how-polinators-helpplants-make-seeds

224 pages. $24.99

The Beginner's Guide to Beekeeping
By Samantha Johnson and Daniel Johnson

Everthing You Need to Know:
Choosing Bees, Equipment,
Health and Care, Harvest,
Recipes and More!
160 pages, $19.99

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/the-beginners-guide-to-beekeeping

Food In The Flowers

NEW!

By Polly W. Cheney

Beautifully Illustrated Book
with Rhyming Descriptions,
Helping Children Learn How
Pollinators Help Feed Us All!
28 pages, $10.00

https://shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/food-in-the-flowers

Sign up for our FREE newsletters to stay up-to-date on our new
books and sales: www.iamcountryside.com/homesteading/newsletter
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Homegrown Honey Bees

Build Your Own Beekeeping Equipment

By Alethea Morrison

By Tony Pisano

An Absolute Beginner's
Guide, Beekeeping Your First
Year, From Hiving to Honey
Harvest

How to Construct 8- &
10-Frame Hives, Top Bar,
Nuc & Demo Hives, Feeders,
Swarm Catchers, & More

160 pages, $14.95

160 pages, $19.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/
homegrown-honey-bees

https://
shop.iamcountryside.
com/products/
build-your-own-beeequipment

Storey's Guide to Keeping Honey Bees
2nd Edition

By Malcolm T. Sanford & Richard E. Bonney

Honey Production,
Pollination, Health

224 pages, $24.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/storeys-guide-tohoney-bees

!
NEW

QueenSpotting
By Hilary Kearney

Meet the Remarkable Queen
Bee and Discover the Drama at the Heart of the Hive,
Includes 48 Queenspotting
Challenges
128 pages, $19.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.
com/products/
queenspotting

Make Mead Like a Viking

Beginning Beekeeping

By Jereme Zimmerman

By Tanya Phillips

Traditional Techniques for
Brewing Natural,
Wild-fermented, Honey-based Wines and Beers
240 pages. $24.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/
make-mead-like-a-viking

NEW!

NEW!

Everything You Need to
Make Your Hive Thrive
192 pages. $21.95

https://
shop.iamcountryside.com/
products/beginningbeekeeping

For a complete list of books visit:
https://shop.iamcountryside.com/collections/beekeeping-books
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just for fun

Backyard Beekeeping Word Scramble October/November 2021
1. SPSURE ______________________________________________________________________
2. CLOEE HNOEY ________________________________________________________________
3. BRAES _______________________________________________________________________
4. MCEI ________________________________________________________________________
5. RNGPWPAI VHSIE ______________________________________________________________
6. DEDAO-TU ___________________________________________________________________
7. EOYHN AOT OOSCEIK ___________________________________________________________
8. AILMITINORCAB _______________________________________________________________
9. FERI RCDEI ___________________________________________________________________
10. NIWTRE FEDIGEN ______________________________________________________________
11. SNIHRGU RERVI IARAEIPS ________________________________________________________
12. LENA-URC RTANCOEI __________________________________________________________
13. ENILTNAOTVI _________________________________________________________________
14. TIENRW _____________________________________________________________________
15. MEOXYL _____________________________________________________________________

8. AILMITINORCAB antimicrobial
7. EOYHN AOT OOSCEIK honey oat cookies
5. RNGPWPAI VHSIE wrapping hives
4. MCEI mice
3. BRAES bears
2. CLOEE HNOEY leeco honey
1. SPSURE supers

14. TIENRW winter
13. ENILTNAOTVI ventilation
12. LENA-URC RTANCOEI nuc-lear reaction
11. SNIHRGU RERVI IARAEIPS rushing river apiaries
10. NIWTRE FEDIGEN winter feeding
9. FERI RCDEI fire cider

Answer Key
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6. DEDAO-TU dead-out

15. MEOXYL oxymel
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coloring page

Show us your artistic side! Print and color this picture. Email photos of your finished coloring pages
to backyardbeekeeping@iamcountryside.com and we may display them in our next issue.

BACKYARDBEEKEEPING.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Hives to

Follow

FOLLOW ALONG
with our small hive
journey on Instagram:
@backyardbeekeeping

own
@grace.haven.gr

@sweet_madison_honey

TAG YOUR
PICTURES with
#iamabeekeeper
and you could be featured in our next issue!
@_franc

ameron

FOLLOW US HERE TOO!
@iamabeekeeper
@iamcountryside/beekeeping

@mrs.bs.bees
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@laur_todd
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@alittlewildfarm

MORE
THAN A
HONEY
FARM!
Offering a full line of
beekeeping supplies.

hansenhoneyfarm.com
715-369-0383

